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Data Management Solution
Data Optimizer, powered by Nexus Global, is a comprehensive equipment data validation solution within the APM
Optimizer Suite. Perfect data is the key to making informed decisions about your asset performance management
program. Maintenance optimization initiatives, critical spares management, and prioritization of asset refurbishment
are all affected by sub-optimal asset knowledge.
Data Optimizer uses a simple, clear interface and combines an on-line, governance module with a mobile ready
application to deliver the most efficient tools for gathering, validating, and managing your asset data.

Benefits
 Eliminate double entry of data, maximize efficiency
and data integrity

 Increase confidence in asset information and
classification data

 Drive fast and efficient data gathering using pick lists
and minimal touch-screen based data entry

 Optimize data to enable operations and materials
cost reduction

Features
 Easily divide and assign Data Validation Projects to
multiple mobile app users for efficient data gathering
 Up to date visibility of audit progress and summary of
changes
 Consolidate and store data gathered from multiple
mobile accounts then review and approve proposed
changes when it suits
 Configure equipment specification profiles in the
governance module to control which fields are edited
in the mobile app using pick lists or free text

 Offline data gathering, perfect for validating remote sites
 Attach images directly to equipment listings during an
audit for later review with the governance module
 Interfaces with your EAM/CMMS
 Asset hierarchy design capability
 Intelligent data mapping
 Integrates with APM Optimizer Suite powered by
Nexus Global

Key Features
Data Import/Export
Load location and asset data from existing CMMS
minimizing set-up time. Highly configurable data entry
options ensures consistency of gathered data.
Configure audit projects with just a few clicks and
assign to individual or multiple mobile app users.
Upload equipment and location data to network
enabled mobile devices.

Asset Validation and Collection
Validation of physical assets performed offline using
mobile devices with the ability to attach images. Data
collection gathered against a data management
standard.
Multiple devices can participate in the same audit or
multiple account users on the same device.

Data Governance
Dashboard simplifies progress activity and quality
monitoring. Intuitive navigation allows for quick access
to collated data pending approval. Audit pane provides
details for creation of scope, behavior, and participants.
Cleansed and audited data can be exported back to an
organization's CMMS.

Schedule a Data Optimizer Demo Today
Call us at +1.919.488.0068 or visit www.nexusglobal.com/dataopt
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